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Abstract Orthogonal frequency and code division multiplexing (OFCDM) which can be
extended orthogonal frequency and code division multiple access (OFCDMA) has a good
performance, because it can mitigate multi path interference while maintaining high data
rate. Furthermore, cooperative OFCDM relaying system provides these advantages, and this
system can effectively use the limited resource with respect to data rate and each terminal’s
energy efficiency. Therefore we proposed cooperative OFCDMA relaying uplink system
because of the user’s requirement of the high data rate at uplink. However, a throughput
performance decreases when this system employs many relays in case of each relay allo-
cated code channel to separate each relay’s signal. Therefore, in this paper, we present that
the proposed system combines cyclic delay diversity due to complement throughput perfor-
mance problem. DF (Decode-and-Forward) is assumed in this paper. It is considered that the
users which want to send data to BS only decode the data from other users. In addition to
that, we propose the adaptive cooperative communication for the OFCDMA uplink system.
The proposed adaptive system can easily select the cooperative relay.

Keywords OFCDMA · CDD · Cooperative relaying · Relaying selection

1 Introduction

Future wireless communication systems increasingly need high reliability and throughput,
because consumers require high quality of service (QoS). Specially, these conditions are nec-
essary for uplink according to users desire that they quickly share the huge data. Orthogonal
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Fig. 1 The structure of the OFCDM symbol

frequency and code division multiplexing (OFCDM) is proposed to satisfy these conditions
at downlink through diversity gain and the advantages of OFDM [1,2]

In the OFCDM, diversity gain can be achieved by frequency domain despreading owing
to subcarriers which experienced the different fading [1–5]. To help understanding OF-
CDM, Fig. 1. shows the structure of an OFCDM symbol which explains the two-dimensional
(2-D) spreading codes [3–5]. An OFCDM symbol combines OFDM and 2-D spreading codes,
which are frequency domain and time domain as Fig.1. However OFCDM has been mostly
studied for downlink system [1–6]. For these reason, in this paper, we extend OFCDM to
orthogonal frequency and code division multiple access (OFCDMA) for efficiently embody-
ing uplink system, and supporting multiple users as OFDMA [6]. In addition to that, it is
chosen, because of the reason that OFCDMA transmits data more efficiently through allo-
cating subcarriers and multi code in accordance with the channel condition of each user and
its rate requirements and power.

For more efficient uplink transmission, we also consider cooperative OFCDMA relay-
ing scheme shown. Cooperative OFCDM relaying scheme is proposed in [7]. This system
provides high reliability through spatial diversity and frequency diversity. Moreover, this
scheme effectively uses the limited resource with respect to data rate and each terminal’s
energy efficiency. This system provides high data rate, being able to enlarge coverage and
small size, also.

Though cooperative OFCDMA relaying system has advantages as explained above, when
many relays cooperate with the source for transmitting signal to the destination, throughput
performance diminishes because of allocating the code channels at each relay in this system.
Moreover, OFCDMA is hard to apply many frequency spreading codes when compared with
OFCDM because of the restricted subcarriers. This problem leads to a decrease in the fre-
quency diversity. Therefore we propose a system that combines cyclic delay diversity (CDD)
and cooperative relaying system based on OFCDMA, and we call this system ‘combined
CDD cooperative OFCDMA relaying system’. CDD complements these restrictions through
using all available code channels at each relay and spatial diversity gain without loss of the
throughput even in the case direct-path condition is not good. CDD is a scheme that transmits
cyclically delayed signals through different antennas [8,9]. Because, it causes that channel
is made more frequency selective channel, CDD can get the spatial diversity when chan-
nel encoding is adopted [10–13]. And CDD has researched because of simple method [14].
So, the proposed system does not need extra highly complex processes at modulation and
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demodulation in comparison with cooperative OFCDMA relaying system. Therefore the pro-
posed system can be expected to reduce time the implement of the high speed uplink system
for the future consumer.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes conventional OFCDM
system, the proposed combined CDD cooperative OFCDMA relaying system, and we also
present the relaying selection scheme. In Sect. 3, we provide simulation results. We present
the comparison of the proposed cooperative system and other systems. Finally, conclusion
is given in Sect. 4.

2 System Model

In this paper, we consider only one cell system. However, this system can be extended multi
cell environment. If we suppose multi cell system, we can assume that the same frequency
is used in all the cells. The cellular system consists of a base-station per each cell. In this
paper, all users do not overlap the whole subcarriers. To better describe the proposed sys-
tem, the one cell is shown in Fig. 3. We will present the proposed system in sub-section in
detail.

2.1 Conventional OFCDM

The simple transmitter and receiver are shown in Fig. 2 [2]. The process of creating OF-
CDM signal is as follows: First, information bit stream is converted serial to parallel. Next,
converted multiple data streams are channel coded and modulated, respectively. And each
modulated signal is spread by 2-D spread codes. These codes go through the following

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Block diagram of OFCDM: a transmitter, b receiver
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Fig. 3 An example of the combined CDD cooperative OFCDMA relaying system

process. The first processing is time spreading, and the second processing is frequency spread-
ing. The 2-D spreading code can employ many other orthogonal code channels. For example,
one time spreading code is 1,1,−1,−1 and frequency spreading code is 1,−1. We can design
other time and frequency codes such as −1,−1, 1, 1 and −1, 1, respectively. So, the total
numbers of the spreading codes have to be less than eight code channel, in this case, because
of maintaining the orthogonality. That is possible to keep data rate and high reliability. After
finishing above process, all code channels are combined at code multiplexer. Then combined
code passes IFFT and guard interval insertion blocks as OFDM system. So we can show
OFCDM data symbol as

Sm,n(t) =
K∑

k=1
Ck

T ,i Ck
F , j xl

m,n,ke j2π fn(t−mT ) (1)

where, CT and CF are the time spreading code and the frequency spreading code, respec-
tively. k indicates kth channel code, and K means the total number of code channels. xl is
lth data stream. Sm,n means mth OFCDM symbol on nth subcarrier. In addition to that, the
pilot signal can be expressed as

Pm,n(t) = Cr
T ,i pm,n,ke j2π fn(t−mT ) (2)

where, CT means a time spreading code, and r indicates channel code index for the pilot,
therefore the following result have to be satisfied as, Cr

T ∈ C K
T . pm,n,k is the pilot symbol. If

the transmitter finishes these steps, it sends Sm,n(t)+ Pm,n(t) which is the multiplexed signal
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to the receiver. We suppose that the fading of channel is constant for the duration of the one
symbol repetition, in time domain. Therefore received signal is represented as follows:

rm,n (t)= Hm,n(t)
[
Sm,n(t) + Pm,n(t)

] + Nm,n(t) (3)

where Hm,n is the channel. Nm,n indicates a complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
on nth subcarrier. Now, we explain the OFCDM demodulation. The first step of demodulation
is the removal of the guard interval. And then, these signals are passed by FFT processing.
After FFT and time domain despreading processing, pilot signal is used to channel estimate.
On the other hands, other data code channels are passed by frequency domain despreader.
The time domain despreading can be shown as:

ST,m,n =
I∑

i=1
Ck

T, i rm,n (4)

and frequency domain despreading is

SF,m,n =
J∑

j=1
Ck

F, j ST,m,n

(
Ĥm,n

)∗
(5)

where ST,m,n and SF,m,n are the signals that finished the time and frequency domain
despreads, respectively. rm,n means signal that is passed by FFT processing. I is the total
number of time spreading codes. And, J denotes the number of frequency domain spreading
codes. Ĥm,n means estimated channel. (·)∗ is the complex conjugate of (·). If the despreading
is finished, modulation and channel decoder are performed.

2.2 Proposed CDD Combined Cooperative OFCDMA Relaying System

Figure 3 shows the example of this system. For simple interpreting, a half subcarriers of the
whole subcarriers at this system are allocated for each user, and only one code channel is
used in this figure. This system consists of two time intervals. First time interval, each user
sends data to the other user. First time signal can be represented as

SU1
m,u(t) =

K∑

k=1

Ck
T,i C

k
F, j xU1,l

m,u,ke j2π fu(t−mT ), (6)

SU2
m,u(t) =

K∑

k=1

Ck
T,i C

k
F, j xU2,l

m,u,ke j2π fu(t−mT ). (7)

Equations (6) and (7) mean the user1’s transmitted signal and the user2’s transmitted
signal, respectively. U1 means user 1; U2 denotes user 2. u represents the index that is
assigned subcarriers according to the user. Other indexes are the same as Eq. (1). Each user
decodes the received data as described in previous subsection. If finishing the decoding, each
user encodes again with the partner’s data and users own data. This signal can be written as

SBS1
m,n (t) =

K∑

k=1

Ck
T,i C

k
F, j d

l
m,n,k

e j2π fn(t−mT ), (8)

SBS2
m,n (t) =

K∑

k=1

Ck
T,i C

k
F, j d

l
m,n,k

e j2π fn(t−mT )δ (9)
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where BS1 and BS2 means that U1 or U2 sends the signal to base station (BS), respectively.
dl

m,n,k
represents lth data stream; we assume that dl

m,n,k
is the signal after channel coding with

interleaving. m is OFCDMA symbol index and n means nth subcarrier. Finally, δ is the cyclic
delay term that is e−2πδcycn/N . N is the total number of subcarriers and δcyc is a matter of
the performance of CDD. The optimum cyclic delay was presented in [9]. After re-encoding,
U1 and U2 transmit these signals to the BS, over the second time interval. Therefore, BS
receives

rm,n(t) = HU1B
m,n (t)SBS1

m,n (t) + HU2B
m,n SBS2

m,n (t) + Nm,n(t) (10)

where HU1B
m,n represents the channel between the U1 and BS, and HU2B

m,n represents the chan-
nel between the U2 and BS. For simple explanation, pilot is omitted in this equation. Hence,
BS decodes this signal as follows:

ST,m,n =
I∑

i=1

Ck
T,i rm,n, (11)

SF,m,n =
J∑

j=1

Ck
F, j ST,m,n

(
Ĥ e

m,n

)∗
(12)

where Eqs. (10) and (11) represent the time domain despreading and frequency domain
despreading, respectively. Other indexes is the same as Eqs. (4), and (5). He

m,n is the practical
transfer function of the signal SBS1

m,n and SBS2
m,n as below:

Ĥ e
m,n = 1√

2

(
HU1B

m,n + HU2B
m,n e− j2πnδcyc/N

)
. (13)

The system that bases on OFCDMA is difficult to use many frequency spreading codes
because of the limitation of the subcarriers. That causes a decrease of the diversity gain.

2.3 The Adaptive Cooperative Relaying Scheme for the Proposed System

In cooperative communication, the relaying selection is the important problem. If the node in
bad channel condition is selected as partner, the performance can be worse than non-cooper-
ative communication system. Therefore in this section, we present the adaptive cooperative
transmission for the OFCDMA uplink system. The detailed process of proposed system is as
follows. First, all nodes add the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) after data stream, and then
users which need to transmit to the BS send data to other users (candidates). In the first time
slot, transmit signal is the same as Eq. (6). If candidates want to send data and to be relay node,
they decode this signal and check the CRC. In the other case they do not decode the data. For
example, if the proposed system employs 4 × 2 spreading code, the candidates receive the
8 data streams (maximum value). In this case, the various situations can be considered. The
candidates calculate the total number of the successful check, and then this information is
transmitted by candidates to BS. The best situation is when the number of errors is ‘0’, and
the worst situation is when the number of errors is ‘8’. In this paper, because this information
is important, it is considered that CRC checking information is added at the header signal.
The BS checks the number of errors in the data streams, and decides the best relay. If some of
candidates have the fewest number of CRC check error compared with other candidates, BS
requests SNR check message to them, and then they compute the SNR. After this process,
they transmit the information of SNR to the BS. BS also uses this information to decide the
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best relay by the necessity. Finally, users and the partners transmit the data to BS. In the
proposed system, candidates which have bad SNR do not need to estimate SNR. Therefore,
this process can decrease complexity to users.

3 Simulation Result

In this section, we provide performance results for the proposed system. As a channel model,
Rayleigh fading channel where each path is independently faded is adopted. It is assumed
that the channel attenuation and phase shift are essentially fixed for the duration of one sig-
naling block. It is also supposed that the channel state information (CSI) is perfectly known.
We limit our study to the one-cell system, in this paper. All simulations are supposed that
uplink FFT size is 1024; inter-user FFT size is 512. We apply a convolutional code with
code rate of 1/2. QPSK is chosen for symbol mapping. Figures 4, and 5. show the bit error
rate (BER) performance. Here, we define a term of “SNR gap” which means the difference
of SNR between user-to-BS channel and inter-user channel. Figure 4. represents the perfor-
mance when inter-user channel is 5 dB better than user-to-BS channel. Figure 4. describes the
performance of non cooperative OFCDMA system, combined CDD cooperative OFCDMA
system (CC cooperative OFCDMA system), allocated code cooperative OFCDMA system
(AC cooperative OFCDMA system), cooperative OFDMA system, and 2 × 1 OFCDMA
system. AC cooperative OFCDM system is studied in [1]. This system allocates different
code channels to each user. AC cooperative OFCDMA system gives better BER perfor-
mance than the proposed system in Fig. 4. When CC cooperative OFCDMA system and

Fig. 4 BER performance comparison of noncooperative OFCDMA, OFDMA cooperative, combined CDD
cooperative OFCDMA, allocated code cooperative OFCDMA systems in accordance with the SNR gap of
5 dB, and 2 × 1 OFCDMA system
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Fig. 5 BER performance comparison of combined CDD cooperative OFCDMA in accordance with different
code channel design

AC OFCDMA cooperative system compares with conventional 1 × 1 OFCDMA system, we
find that cooperative system has good SNR performance about 3 and 4 dB at 10−4, respec-
tively. Also, because partner node has error when it decodes data, 2 × 1 OFCDMA system
gives better BER performance than AC OFCDMA cooperative system and CC OFCDMA
cooperative system. Lastly, the BER performance of proposed OFCDMA system is better
than cooperative transmission scheme based on OFDMA system because of the frequency
diversity gain by frequency spreading codes. Figure 5. shows the BER performance of CC
cooperative OFCDMA system and AC cooperative OFCDMA system in accordance with
different code channel design. Nt means the total number of time spreading codes, and N f

means the number of frequency spreading codes. We find that N f is more important than
Nt to get the diversity. In other words, it can be said that code design should be considered
in accordance with channel condition. In this simulation, Nt can be applied to control data
rate.

The BER performance comparison of adaptive CC cooperative OFCDMA system, adap-
tive AC cooperative OFCDMA system, and fixed cooperative relaying system is showed in
Fig. 6. The adaptive CC and AC cooperative OFCDMA system applies the CRC relaying
selection technique. The cooperative OFCDMA which adopts the proposed relaying selection
is supposed that this system consists of 6 users, and SNR gap is −5, −2, 0, 2, 3, and 5 dB. The
fixed AC and CC cooperative OFCDMA is made up of only one relay (SNR gap = 5 dB). We
can find the fact that fixed OFCDMA cooperative system that SNR gap is 5 dB gives almost
same performance as the proposed cooperative system. It means that user which has 5 dB is
almost selected. In other words, this selection technique can find the partner which has the
best channel state. In this simulation, only one user is considered to be a partner. However,
if many users are selected as partner, AC cooperative system decreases the performance
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Fig. 6 BER performance comparison of adaptive CC OFCDMA cooperative system, adaptive AC OFCDMA
cooperative system, and fixed OFCDMA cooperative system with SNR gap of 5 dB

because of the limit of the total number of CRC information when this system compares with
CC OFCDMA cooperative system.

Figure 7. depicts the throughput performance of CC cooperative OFCDMA system
and AC cooperative OFCDMA system. In this figure, we suppose that multi-code chan-
nel interference (MCI) do not exists. In this case, this figure is shown that two user
cooperate each other. And, we can find that CC cooperative OFCDMA system is given
better throughput performance than AC cooperative OFCDMA system. Specially, if AC
cooperative OFCDMA system has a lot of users, this system requires more code chan-
nels. That causes the serious decrease of throughput performance. On the other hand,
because the proposed system is possible to use all code channels at each node, the pro-
posed system is not diminished throughput performance by code channels. So this result
represents that the proposed system is suitable for the system which employs many
relays.

Figure 8. represents BER performance of CC cooperative OFCDMA system accord-
ing to cyclic delay value. In this simulation, we fixed SNR at 18 dB. CC cooperative
OFCDMA system has the best BER performance when cyclic delay value is 1/4 or 3/4
as in OFDM system. However, this result is different from OFDM system with respect
to having more similar the best BER performance and bad BER performance at other
cyclic delay values in CC cooperative OFCDMA system. Finally, the combined channel
is shown in Fig. 9. We only show the 1–100 subcarriers. This figure can find that com-
bined channel frequency response provides much more frequency selective fading than U1
to BS and U2 to BS channel. Therefore CC cooperative OFCDMA system can obtain spatial
diversity.
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Fig. 7 Throughput performance comparison of combined CDD cooperative OFCDMA, and allocated code
cooperative OFCDMA systems in accordance with the SNR gap of 5 dB

Fig. 8 BER performance of combined CDD cooperative OFCDMA in accordance with the different cyclic
delay values at SNR 18 dB
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Fig. 9 An example of channel frequency responses at combined CDD cooperative OFCDMA

4 Conclusion

In a new cooperative relaying system which combines CDD based on OFCDMA has been
presented in this paper. We have shown that the proposed system can obtain both frequency
diversity and spatial diversity. For this reason, the proposed system can effectively get more
diversity gain than simple OFCDMA system. We also find that AC cooperative OFCDMA
system which allocates different code channel to each user provides better BER performance
than the proposed cooperative OFCDMA system. However, because the proposed cooperative
OFCDMA system can use more code channels than AC cooperative OFCDMA system, the
proposed cooperative system provides better throughput performance than AC cooperative
OFCDMA system. We present the adaptive relaying technique which has low complexity.
The proposed relaying selection technique is shown that this technique can find the partner
which has the best SNR.
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